Panel 2 (PSA panel submission #)

Young people’s politics and methods

In uncertain and challenging times, it is important that we stay open to methodological innovations, new developments and new ways for working with young people.

We welcome proposals for papers and presentations on methods for working with young people and politics, including methods from interdisciplinary approaches.

This panel welcomes any papers on methods including, but not limited to:

- Qualitative methods,
- Quantitative methods,
- Mixed methods,
- Electoral and opinion polling concerning young people,
- Participatory methods,
- Action research,
- Ethnography,
- Creative methods,
- Methodologies that include young people as co-researchers, etc.

We also welcome proposals that concern approaches to research methods, such as:

- Research ethics,
- The rights of the child in research,
- Crossovers between research methods and youth work, education, etc.
- Young people as researchers, etc.

Please send proposals of 250 words maximum (including a title) and short biography (including your current position and affiliation) by the end of Friday 11 October 2019 to both of the following addresses:

Benjamin Bowman: b.bowman@mmu.ac.uk
PSA Young People’s Politics SG: youngpeoplespolitics@outlook.com

The convenors encourage submissions from PhD candidates, Early Career Academics and under-represented groups.

We follow the PSA guidance on not accepting any panels with only male speakers.

Applicants will be contacted to confirm whether their papers will be accepted for this panel ahead of the PSA’s general deadline of 19 October 2019.

This will give applicants the time necessary to resubmit their paper to the general pool if need be.

For more information about the PSA Young People's Politics specialist group (YPPSG) go to: https://www.psa.ac.uk/specialist-groups/young-peoples-politics

Follow the PSA YPP SG on Twitter: @PSAyoungpol (https://twitter.com/psayoungpol)